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1. During the _______________ 
phase of the production process, 
planning and preparation takes 
place. This phase is where 
scriptwriting, and storyboarding 
would take place, and is
considered the single MOST 
important phase of the process.



1. During the PREPRODUCTION
phase of the production process, 
planning and preparation takes 
place. This phase is where 
scriptwriting, and storyboarding 
would take place, and is
considered the single MOST 
important phase of the process.



2. Editing, color correction, and 
distribution all take place during 
the _________________
phase.



2. Editing, color correction, and 
distribution all take place during 
the POSTPRODUCTION
phase.



3. You will film, setup your shots, 
and _______________ all the 
necessary elements for your 
project in the PRODUCTION
phase.



3. You will film, setup your shots, 
and GATHER all the necessary 
elements for your project in the 
PRODUCTION
phase.



4. The best thing to use video for, 
is to accomplish something. This 
would be the Project Purpose,
or Goal. 

A) True B) False



4. The best thing to use video for, 
is to accomplish something. This 
would be the Project Purpose,
or Goal. 

A) True B) False



5. _________________ is a way 
to classify people, or a target 
audience by age, gender, 
occupation, education level, 
residence, ethnicity, income level, 
computer literacy.



5. DEMOGRAPHICS is a way to 
classify people, or a target 
audience by age, gender, 
occupation, education level, 
residence, ethnicity, income level, 
computer literacy.



6. If you are using a song in your 
video that was composed by a 
friend of yours, which answer
best describes the intellectual 
property rights of that song?



6. If you are using a song in your 
video that was composed by a 
friend of yours, which answer
best describes the intellectual 
property rights of that song?
It is a copyrighted work



7. Ethnicity should NOT be taken 
into account when creating a 
project for a certain target
audience, because different 
cultures have NO different rules 
and structures, nor do they have
different ways that their family 
life is oriented.

A) TRUE B) FALSE



7. Ethnicity should NOT be taken 
into account when creating a 
project for a certain target
audience, because different 
cultures have NO different rules 
and structures, nor do they have
different ways that their family 
life is oriented.

A) TRUE B) FALSE



8. Two types of information that 
would be helpful to help you 
clarify the purpose of client's 
video would be: 1) The client's 
goals, and 2) The audience's 
experience.

A) TRUE B) FALSE



8. Two types of information that 
would be helpful to help you 
clarify the purpose of client's 
video would be: 1) The client's 
goals, and 2) The audience's 
experience.

A) TRUE B) FALSE



9. If you are creating a video with 
a broad audience in mind, you 
should try to choose clips that; 1)
Keep cultural differences in mind, 
and 2) Do NOT require 
explanation.

A) TRUE B) FALSE



9. If you are creating a video with 
a broad audience in mind, you 
should try to choose clips that; 1)
Keep cultural differences in mind, 
and 2) Do NOT require 
explanation.

A) TRUE B) FALSE



10. The simplest way to apply an 
Effect to a clip in your Timeline is 
to: 1) Find the Effects Tab in the
Project Panel and select it. 2) Find 
the desired Effect in either the 
Video or Audio Effects Bin,
and 3) Click and Drag the Effect 
ONTO the Clip on the Timeline.

A) TRUE B) FALSE



10. The simplest way to apply an 
Effect to a clip in your Timeline is 
to: 1) Find the Effects Tab in the
Project Panel and select it. 2) Find 
the desired Effect in either the 
Video or Audio Effects Bin,
and 3) Click and Drag the Effect 
ONTO the Clip on the Timeline.

A) TRUE B) FALSE



11. A wide shot or long shot, (also 
called wide angle or long focal 
length shot) is used to tell us who,
what, and/or where about a scene. If 
it is the FIRST SHOT of a scene, it is 
referred to as a(n)
_____________ shot.



11. A wide shot or long shot, (also 
called wide angle or long focal 
length shot) is used to tell us who,
what, and/or where about a scene. 
If it is the FIRST SHOT of a scene, it 
is referred to as a(n)
ESTABLISHING shot.



12. If you want to Export EVERY 
CLIP in your Timeline. Which 
Option should you choose at
the bottom of the Export window 
under Source Range:?



12. If you want to Export EVERY 
CLIP in your Timeline. Which 
Option should you choose at
the bottom of the Export window 
under Source Range:?
ENTIRE SEQUENCE



13. What panel in Premiere Pro 
CC is used to CONTROL or adjust 
EFFECTS, and keyframe your 
effects or visual elements?



13. What panel in Premiere Pro 
CC is used to CONTROL or adjust 
EFFECTS, and keyframe your 
effects or visual elements? 
EFFECT CONTROLS



14. A ______________________ is a one 

or two SENTENCE summary of your story, 

(usually only 20-30 words), that gives 

more information about your story than a 

premise, and fills in more information 

and details about your main 

CHARACTER(S), his or her WANTS, and 

the OBSTACLES they have to overcome to 

get it. It provides a “hook” to get more 

interest in your story from the people you 

tell.



14. A ______________________ is a one 

or two SENTENCE summary of your story, 

(usually only 20-30 words), that gives 

more information about your story than a 

premise, and fills in more information 

and details about your main 

CHARACTER(S), his or her WANTS, and 

the OBSTACLES they have to overcome to 

get it. It provides a “hook” to get more 

interest in your story from the people you 

tell. LOGLINE



15. A line of abbreviated text at 
the beginning of each scene in a 
movie “screenplay style” 
cinematic script, that describes a) 
INT. or EXT., (where INT. means 
Interior/inside and EXT. means 
Exterior/outside), b) location, and 
c) time of day is called a 
__________ _________.



15. A line of abbreviated text at 
the beginning of each scene in a 
movie “screenplay style” 
cinematic script, that describes a) 
INT. or EXT., (where INT. means 
Interior/inside and EXT. means 
Exterior/outside), b) location, and 
c) time of day is called a         
SLUG LINE.



16. Unless changing time and 
space, you do NOT want to use 
transitions. By far the most
common type of transition used 
in movies are _______.



16. Unless changing time and 
space, you do NOT want to use 
transitions. By far the most
common type of transition used 
in movies are CUTS.



17. What is the purpose of B-Roll
footage during an interview?



17. What is the purpose of B-Roll
footage during an interview?
Supplemental footage that is 
intercut with the main shots to 
hide zooms and cuts



18. What are storyboards most 
often used for?



18. What are storyboards most 
often used for?
To previsualize the shots of the 
story



19. How do you apply a transition 
between clips on the timeline?



19. How do you apply a transition 
between clips on the timeline?
Open the Effects Panel, Open the 
Video Transitions folder, open a 
transition type folder, drag
and drop the transition you want 
onto the cut point between the 
two clips on the timeline.



20. In an interview, B-Roll, or 
secondary footage used, is a type 
of ______________ shot, which
"supports" the main footage, and 
also helps cover or hide edits.



20. In an interview, B-Roll, or 
secondary footage used, is a type 
of CUTAWAY shot, which
"supports" the main footage, and 
also helps cover or hide edits.



21. The Rule of Thirds says it’s 
better to place subjects slightly 
off-center in the frame, and
NOT to place the subject in the
________ of the frame.



21. The Rule of Thirds says it’s 
better to place subjects slightly 
off-center in the frame, and
NOT to place the subject in the
MIDDLE of the frame. 



22. When planning and 
storyboarding for camera moves 
you should use and draw
________ on your storyboards to 
help indicate what directions 
cameras, angles, or frames are 
moving or progressing.



22. When planning and 
storyboarding for camera moves 
you should use and draw
ARROWS on your storyboards to 
help indicate what directions 
cameras, angles, or frames are 
moving or progressing.



23. Scene Structure is deciding 
WHAT shot will best tell your story, 
and WHEN to use that shot. Most
commonly we start with a ______
shot and close in through a 
medium shot and closeup.



23. Scene Structure is deciding 
WHAT shot will best tell your story, 
and WHEN to use that shot. Most
commonly we start with a WIDE
shot and close in through a 
medium shot and closeup.



24. In a TRUCK shot, the entire 
camera is moved side-to-side,
(or left and right), while in a PAN
shot, the camera remains 
stationary, and just turns or 
rotates left and right.

A) TRUE B) FALSE



24. In a TRUCK shot, the entire 
camera is moved side-to-side,
(or left and right), while in a PAN
shot, the camera remains 
stationary, and just turns or 
rotates left and right.

A) TRUE B) FALSE



25. If you are adding a still image to 
your video, and you want to 
preserve transparency, you should
choose the .png format.

A) TRUE B) FALSE



25. If you are adding a still image to 
your video, and you want to 
preserve transparency, you should
choose the .png format.

A) TRUE B) FALSE



26. Two ways that you can create a 

new Sequence that MATCHES your 

source footage resolution

and frame rate are: 1) Drag a clip 

from your Project bin to a New 

Sequence in the Timeline, and/or 2) 

Right Click, (or Control click), on a clip 

in your Project bin and select "New 

Sequence From Clip."

A) TRUE B) FALSE



26. Two ways that you can create a 

new Sequence that MATCHES your 

source footage resolution

and frame rate are: 1) Drag a clip 

from your Project bin to a New 

Sequence in the Timeline, and/or 2) 

Right Click, (or Control click), on a clip 

in your Project bin and select "New 

Sequence From Clip."

A) TRUE B) FALSE



27. Match the name of this 
Program Monitor tool with its 
icon.



27. Match the name of this 
Program Monitor tool with its 
icon.

GO TO MARK IN



28. Match the name of this 
Program Monitor tool with its 
icon.



28. Match the name of this 
Program Monitor tool with its 
icon.

STEP BACK 1 FRAME



29. Match the name of this Program 
Monitor tool with its icon.



29. Match the name of this Program 
Monitor tool with its icon.

LIFT



30. Match the name of this 
Program Monitor tool with its 
icon.



30. Match the name of this 
Program Monitor tool with its 
icon.

EXTRACT



31. Safe areas of a screen are 
important to videographers, and 
especially editors, because not all 
televisions will show the entire “outer 
edges” of videos and information on 
their screens. There are 2 safe areas, 
or zones to be aware of. The inner 
area is called the “____ safe” zone, 
and the larger of the two restricted 
areas is called the “action safe” zone.



31. Safe areas of a screen are 
important to videographers, and 
especially editors, because not all 
televisions will show the entire “outer 
edges” of videos and information on 
their screens. There are 2 safe areas, 
or zones to be aware of. The inner 
area is called the “TITLE safe” zone, 
and the larger of the two restricted 
areas is called the “action safe” zone.



32. By default, which of these 
workspace options is NOT available 
in the Windows menu in Premiere 
Pro CC? (Choose one)

A) Multiscreen Workspace
B) Save as New Workspace...
C) Save Changes to this Workspace
D) Reset to Saved Layout



32. By default, which of these 
workspace options is NOT available 
in the Windows menu in Premiere 
Pro CC? (Choose one)

A) Multiscreen Workspace
B) Save as New Workspace...
C) Save Changes to this Workspace
D) Reset to Saved Layout



33. When planning for shots that involve 
chroma-key, TWO factors which will 
IMPROVE QUALITY after it is composited 
are: 1) Even lighting that reduces the 
shadows or hot spots on the chroma 
surface, and 2) Wardrobe that contrasts 
with the chroma surface and doesn't 
easily reflect the spill color from the 
chroma surface.

A) TRUE B) FALSE



33. When planning for shots that involve 
chroma-key, TWO factors which will 
IMPROVE QUALITY after it is composited 
are: 1) Even lighting that reduces the 
shadows or hot spots on the chroma 
surface, and 2) Wardrobe that contrasts 
with the chroma surface and doesn't 
easily reflect the spill color from the 
chroma surface.

A) TRUE B) FALSE



34. The ________ lets you 
SIMULTANEOUSLY change the In and Out-
points of a clip in a Timeline, WITHOUT 
changing the time span between them.



34. The Slip Tool lets you 
SIMULTANEOUSLY change the In and Out-
points of a clip in a Timeline, WITHOUT 
changing the time span between them.



35. The _______________ Trims the In-
point of one clip and the Out-point of 
another, leaving the combined duration 
of the two clips unchanged.



35. The Rolling Edit Tool Trims the In-
point of one clip and the Out-point of 
another, leaving the combined duration 
of the two clips unchanged.



36. The _______________ is the 
STANDARD Tool for SELECTING clips, 
menu items, and other objects in the user 
interface.



36. The Selection Tool is the STANDARD 
Tool for SELECTING clips, menu items, and 
other objects in the user interface.



37. The _______________ allows you to 
select EVERYTHING to the RIGHT of the 
cursor/playhead in a sequence.



37. The Track Select Forward Tool allows 
you to select EVERYTHING to the RIGHT 
of the cursor/playhead in a sequence.



38. Which type of microphone 
would provide the highest audio 
quality WITHOUT being visible on 
camera?



38. Which type of microphone 
would provide the highest audio 
quality WITHOUT being visible on 
camera?

A shotgun mic (or boom mic)



39. Two reasons why THIS RED "Media 
offline" error frame may occur are, 

if: 1) The footage is on a scratch disk 
that is not connected, and 2) If the 
footage was never transferred off the 
camera to the scratch disk.

A) TRUE B) FALSE



39. Two reasons why THIS RED "Media 
offline" error frame may occur are, 

if: 1) The footage is on a scratch disk 
that is not connected, and 2) If the 
footage was never transferred off the 
camera to the scratch disk.

A) TRUE B) FALSE



40. From the screenshot BELOW, of the Premiere Pro 
EXPORT window. Once you click on the Export button at 
the bottom, you will be exporting this sequence as an 
MPEG4 format, and it will be using Maximum Render 
Quality.

A) TRUE B) FALSE



40. From the screenshot BELOW, of the Premiere Pro 
EXPORT window. Once you click on the Export button at 
the bottom, you will be exporting this sequence as an 
MPEG4 format, and it will be using Maximum Render 
Quality.

A) TRUE B) FALSE



41. From the screenshot BELOW, of the Premiere Pro 
EXPORT window. Once you click on the Export button at 
the bottom, you will be exporting this sequence as as an 
MPEG4 format, and it will be exporting AUDIO ONLY.

A) TRUE B) FALSE



41. From the screenshot BELOW, of the Premiere Pro 
EXPORT window. Once you click on the Export button at 
the bottom, you will be exporting this sequence as as an 
MPEG4 format, and it will be exporting AUDIO ONLY.

A) TRUE B) FALSE



42. From the screenshot BELOW, of the 
Premiere Pro Program Monitor window. 
Describe WHICH BUTTON you would choose 
to EXPORT a SINGLE Frame, from where the 
playhead currently sits.



42. From the screenshot BELOW, of the 
Premiere Pro Program Monitor window. 
Describe WHICH BUTTON you would choose 
to EXPORT a SINGLE Frame, from where the 
playhead currently sits.

The still camera icon



43. From the screenshot BELOW, of the Premiere 
Pro Timeline window. Describe WHICH TOOL you 
would choose to change the length of two 
adjacent clips where the playhead sits, 
SIMULTANOUSLY. (Making one clip shorter, and 
the other clip longer, and NOT changing the 
overall length of the project.)



It would require the ROLLING Edit Tool which 
is nested BEHIND the Ripple Edit Tool.)

43. From the screenshot BELOW, of the Premiere 
Pro Timeline window. Describe WHICH TOOL you 
would choose to change the length of two 
adjacent clips where the playhead sits, 
SIMULTANOUSLY. (Making one clip shorter, and 
the other clip longer, and NOT changing the 
overall length of the project.)



44. The final frame of an edit.



44. The final frame of an edit.

Out point



45. The starting frame of an edit.



45. The starting frame of an edit.

In point



46. Displays the time sequence as a 
horizontal line.



46. Displays the time sequence as a 
horizontal line.

Time ruler



47. A digitally encoded signal that 
identifies EACH SPECIFIC frame of a 
sequence.



47. A digitally encoded signal that 
identifies EACH SPECIFIC frame of a 
sequence.

Timecode



48. The FIRST stage of POST 
Production from THESE choices 
would be:
A) Quick Cut
B) Final Cut
C) Ingest
D) Rough Cut



48. The FIRST stage of POST 
Production from THESE choices 
would be:
A) Quick Cut
B) Final Cut
C) Ingest
D) Rough Cut



49. In which panel in Premiere Pro 
can clips be assembled, edited, and 
modified?



49. In which panel in Premiere Pro 
can clips be assembled, edited, and 
modified?

Timeline



50. Where would you go to set 
what happens "At Startup:" in 
Premiere Pro? (Your 2 choices are 
going to be "Show Welcome 
Screen," or "Open Most Recent.")



50. Where would you go to set 
what happens "At Startup:" in 
Premiere Pro? (Your 2 choices are 
going to be "Show Welcome 
Screen," or "Open Most Recent.")

Preferences/General



51. Which organization method 
allows a user to apply an effect to a 
group of clips in one step?



51. Which organization method 
allows a user to apply an effect to a 
group of clips in one step?

Nested sequence



52. A common type of TITLE used to 
display informational text, such as a 
person's name, or a location, over a 
part of the screen, would be a 
Lower Third.

A) TRUE B) FALSE



52. A common type of TITLE used to 
display informational text, such as a 
person's name, or a location, over a 
part of the screen, would be a 
Lower Third.

A) TRUE B) FALSE



53. The simplest way to EXPORT 
ONLY a specific scene from an entire 
sequence is to: Mark in and out 
points in your program monitor; 
and then  Select "Sequence In/Out" 
from the EXPORT SETTINGS dialog 
box in the Export window.

A) TRUE B) FALSE



53. The simplest way to EXPORT 
ONLY a specific scene from an entire 
sequence is to: Mark in and out 
points in your program monitor; 
and then  Select "Sequence In/Out" 
from the EXPORT SETTINGS dialog 
box in the Export window.

A) TRUE B) FALSE



54. To apply a "Black & White" 
Video Effect to a clip. You need to 
go to the Effects Tab> (In your 
Project Panel), Video Effects> Image 
Control> Black & White, and then 
DRAG that Effect onto the selected 
clip.

A) TRUE B) FALSE



54. To apply a "Black & White" 
Video Effect to a clip. You need to 
go to the Effects Tab> (In your 
Project Panel), Video Effects> Image 
Control> Black & White, and then 
DRAG that Effect onto the selected 
clip.

A) TRUE B) FALSE



55. The Timeline Panel in Premiere 
Pro is where you can ASSEMBLE, 
MODIFY, and EDIT clips.

A) TRUE B) FALSE



55. The Timeline Panel in Premiere 
Pro is where you can ASSEMBLE, 
MODIFY, and EDIT clips.

A) TRUE B) FALSE



56. The Program Monitor contains 
Insert and Overwrite buttons.

A) TRUE B) FALSE



56. The Program Monitor contains 
Insert and Overwrite buttons.

A) TRUE B) FALSE



57. If you need to get to the Effects 
Panel, (to add an effect to a clip), it 
is usually found on a TAB in the 
_______ Panel. (You "MAY" have to 
scroll left or right within this panel 
to "find" the Effects TAB.)



57. If you need to get to the Effects 
Panel, (to add an effect to a clip), it 
is usually found on a TAB in the 
Project Panel. (You "MAY" have to 
scroll left or right within this panel 
to "find" the Effects TAB.)



58. Match this Source Monitor tool 
with its name.



58. Match this Source Monitor tool 
with its name.

Mark In



59. Match this Source Monitor tool 
with its name.



59. Match this Source Monitor tool 
with its name.

Overwrite



60. Match this Source Monitor tool 
with its name.



60. Match this Source Monitor tool 
with its name.

Insert



61. Match this Source Monitor tool 
with its name.



61. Match this Source Monitor tool 
with its name.

Mark Out



62. Which panel can be used for 
script-to-screen workflows?



62. Which panel can be used for 
script-to-screen workflows?

Adobe Story



63. Which option correctly 
describes a video codec?



63. Which option correctly 
describes a video codec?

A device or software that enables 
compression or decompression of 
digital video



64. One great tip for time 
management is to focus on, & know 
what is important. You should 
_________  ________ the key goals 
you are working towards. 



64. One great tip for time 
management is to focus on, & know 
what is important. You should 
WRITE DOWN the key goals you are 
working towards. 



65. The main reason for studying 
and using the Covey Quadrants is to 
________ the activities that occur 
in your life. 



65. The main reason for studying 
and using the Covey Quadrants is to 
PRIORITIZE the activities that occur 
in your life. 



66. Schedule time to go over lecture 
material immediately after class; 
Remember, “Forgetting is greatest 
within ____ hours, without review.”



66. Schedule time to go over lecture 
material immediately after class; 
Remember, “Forgetting is greatest 
within 24 hours, without review.”



67. Another good time 
management tip is to use a 
daily/weekly ________. (Where you 
can write down appointments, 
classes, and meetings on a 
chronological logbook or chart.) 



67. Another good time 
management tip is to use a 
daily/weekly PLANNER. (Where you 
can write down appointments, 
classes, and meetings on a 
chronological logbook or chart.) 



68. Covey Quadrant 3 is sometimes 
called the Quadrant of __________ 
because you can be fooled into 
spending too much of your time 
there, thinking that stuff there, (like 
interruptions, and unscheduled 
phone calls), are more important 
than they really are.



68. Covey Quadrant 3 is sometimes 
called the Quadrant of DECEPTION
because you can be fooled into 
spending too much of your time 
there, thinking that stuff there, (like 
interruptions, and unscheduled 
phone calls), are more important 
than they really are.



69. Another way to define time 
management is to work 
“________,” NOT “harder.”



69. Another way to define time 
management is to work 
“SMARTER,” NOT “harder.”



70. The simplest, (and yet 

sometimes the most difficult) time 

management technique to use is: 

Start EVERYDAY by making a written 

“__ -__” list of things to accomplish 

that day.



70. The simplest, (and yet 
sometimes the most difficult) time 
management technique to use is: 
Start EVERYDAY by making a written 
“TO-DO” list of things to accomplish 
that day.



71. Know when you are at your 
best, and schedule Covey Quadrant 
___ activity, (Time Spent In: 
Planning, Self-Development, 
Relationship building, Envisioning 
your future, and 
Exercise/Recreation), for that time.



71. Know when you are at your 
best, and schedule Covey Quadrant 
2 activity, (Time Spent In: Planning, 
Self-Development, Relationship 
building, Envisioning your future, 
and Exercise/Recreation), for that 
time.



72. Of all the things you do during 
your day, only about 20 percent 
really matter.  The 80/20 Rule, 
should serve as a daily reminder to 
focus __ percent of your time and 
energy on the __ percent of your 
work that is really important.



72. Of all the things you do during 
your day, only about 20 percent 
really matter.  The 80/20 Rule, 
should serve as a daily reminder to 
focus 80 percent of your time and 
energy on the 20 percent of your 
work that is really important.

80/20



73. Position 5 in the WALLDO 
technique of advanced videography 
is a(n) ___________ angle.



73. Position 5 in the WALLDO 
technique of advanced videography 
is a(n) high (bird’s eye) angle.



74. The Walk Out of Frame Shot is 
important because it’s not just a 
shot, it’s also a _______.



74. The Walk Out of Frame Shot is 
important because it’s not just a 
shot, it’s also a TRANSITION.



75. The “W” -- in WALLDO stands 
for ______.



75. The “W” -- in WALLDO stands 
for WIDE.



76. To practice Rack Focusing, put 
your background way in the 
distance, zoom in tight, get your 
shot, and use your focus ring to go 
back and forth between the 
background and the ____________.



76. To practice Rack Focusing, put 
your background way in the 
distance, zoom in tight, get your 
shot, and use your focus ring to go 
back and forth between the 
background and the FOREGROUND.



77. Point of View Shots are shots 
where the camera takes on the 
perspective of the _________.



77. Point of View Shots are shots 
where the camera takes on the 
perspective of the SUBJECT.



78. Position 1 in the WALLDO 
technique of advanced videography 
is a(n) _______________ angle.



78. Position 1 in the WALLDO 
technique of advanced videography 
is a(n) low (ground level) angle.



79. A lens feature that allows a 
camera to focus on an object nearly 
touching the lens is called macro.

A) TRUE B) FALSE



79. A lens feature that allows a 
camera to focus on an object nearly 
touching the lens is called macro.

A) TRUE B) FALSE



80. Scanning the set horizontally 
without moving the position of the 
tripod is called ________.



80. Scanning the set horizontally 
without moving the position of the 
tripod is called PANNING.



81. If you want the viewer to feel 
that a character is strong, deserves 
respect, or superior, you should tilt 
the camera down and shoot from 
an angle slightly above them.

A) TRUE B) FALSE



81. If you want the viewer to feel 
that a character is strong, deserves 
respect, or superior, you should tilt 
the camera down and shoot from 
an angle slightly above them.

A) TRUE B) FALSE



82. Over-the-shoulder (O/S), shots 
are almost always used during two-
person conversations or interviews 
because they help bring the viewer 
into the conversation, and establish 
the proximity of the subjects.

A) TRUE B) FALSE



82. Over-the-shoulder (O/S), shots 
are almost always used during two-
person conversations or interviews 
because they help bring the viewer 
into the conversation, and establish 
the proximity of the subjects.

A) TRUE B) FALSE



83. The space in front of the talent 
in a shot, (between the talent’s 
nose and the edge of the frame), is 
called ___________.



83. The space in front of the talent 
in a shot, (between the talent’s 
nose and the edge of the frame), is 
called NOSEROOM.



84. The rule-of-thirds requires that 
the most important object in a shot 
be in the direct center of a tic-tac-
toe grid imposed on the camera 
viewfinder.

A) TRUE B) FALSE



84. The rule-of-thirds requires that 
the most important object in a shot 
be in the direct center of a tic-tac-
toe grid imposed on the camera 
viewfinder.

A) TRUE B) FALSE



85. An establishing shot is usually 
not used until the end of a film.

A) TRUE B) FALSE



85. An establishing shot is usually 
not used until the end of a film.

A) TRUE B) FALSE



86. Moving the camera, (sometimes 
with the tripod), in toward the set is 
called _________.



86. Moving the camera, (sometimes 
with the tripod), in toward the set is 
called dollying in.



87. The process of changing focus 
while a camera is “hot” is called 
_____ ______.



87. The process of changing focus 
while a camera is “hot” is called 
RACK FOCUS.



88. For storing and organizing TV 
Production projects and files on the 
iMacs in TV Production class, we 
will be using the __________ folder 
most of all.



88. For storing and organizing TV 
Production projects and files on the 
iMacs in TV Production class, we 
will be using the MOVIES folder 
most of all.



89. In order to really pick up video 
techniques when watching 
television, the secret is to have a 
pen or pencil and a notepad on 
hand, and be willing to detach 
yourself from the story. 

A) TRUE B) FALSE



89. In order to really pick up video 
techniques when watching 
television, the secret is to have a 
pen or pencil and a notepad on 
hand, and be willing to detach 
yourself from the story. 

A) TRUE B) FALSE



90. The four subfolders inside the 
MAIN Premiere Pro project folder 
are: the yellow P_EXPORT folder, 
the green P_AUDIO folder, the red 
P_____________ folder, and the 
black P_PROJECT folder. (Where the 
P is followed by a Period #.)



90. The four subfolders inside the 
MAIN Premiere Pro project folder 
are: the yellow P_EXPORT folder, 
the green P_AUDIO folder, the red 
P_FOOTAGE folder, and the black 

P_PROJECT folder. (Where the P is 
followed by a Period #.)



91. To know if a folder on your 
computer has anything contained 
"in" it, you can either Double-click 
it, or click on the disclosure 
____________ directly beside it.



91. To know if a folder on your 
computer has anything contained 
"in" it, you can either Double-click 
it, or click on the disclosure 
TRIANGLE directly beside it.



92. When using Image Capture be 
sure to select "IMPORT ALL" after 
selecting your scenes.

A) TRUE B) FALSE



92. When using Image Capture be 
sure to select "IMPORT ALL" after 
selecting your scenes.

A) TRUE B) FALSE



93. The 4 "views" for windows 
opened in your iMac Finder are: 
Icon view, _____ view, Column view, 
and Cover Flow view.



93. The 4 "views" for windows 
opened in your iMac Finder are: 
Icon view, LIST view, Column view, 
and Cover Flow view.



94. The naming "nomenclature" for 
Adobe Premiere Pro Documentary 
projects in TV Production class is 
“1819P__C__DOCtopic.” Where the 
'P' stands for _______, and the 'C' 
stands for ______. 



94. The naming "nomenclature" for 
Adobe Premiere Pro Documentary 
projects in TV Production class is 
“1819P__C__DOCtopic.” Where the 
'P' stands for _______, and the 'C' 
stands for ______. 

period, computer



95. There should only be _ items, or 
(icons) showing, or "stored" on your 
iMac desktop in TV Production. 



95. There should only be 3 items, or 
(icons) showing, or "stored" on your 
iMac desktop in TV Production. 



96. Once your footage BEGINS 
importing from the camera, and 
you see the "progress bar" in Image 
Capture STARTING, you may unhook 
your camera and let someone else 
use it.

A) TRUE B) FALSE



96. Once your footage BEGINS 
importing from the camera, and 
you see the "progress bar" in Image 
Capture STARTING, you may unhook 
your camera and let someone else 
use it.

A) TRUE B) FALSE



97. The yellow P_EXPORT folder in 
YOUR "main" project folder is 
where your footage should be sent 
when importing it through Image 
Capture.

A) TRUE B) FALSE



97. The yellow P_EXPORT folder in 
YOUR "main" project folder is 
where your footage should be sent 
when importing it through Image 
Capture.

A) TRUE B) FALSE



98. When you're finished importing 
with Image Capture, you can Quit 
the program by using the keystroke 
shortcut, (⌘Q), __________Q.



98. When you're finished importing 
with Image Capture, you can Quit 
the program by using the keystroke 
shortcut, (⌘Q), COMMAND Q.



99. When importing from a 
camcorder, you need to hook it up 
to your computer with a USB cable, 
be sure the camcorder is "on," and 
in the RECORD mode.

A) TRUE B) FALSE



99. When importing from a 
camcorder, you need to hook it up 
to your computer with a USB cable, 
be sure the camcorder is "on," and 
in the RECORD mode.

A) TRUE B) FALSE



100. The “D” in WALLDO stands for 
_________. 



100. The “D” in WALLDO stands for 
DEPTH. 



END


